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Safety Zone Statement - 1 - for Tidal Lagoon Swansea Bay plc

1. Summary

1.1 Tidal Lagoon (Swansea Bay) plc ("TLSB") is proposing the construction and operation of a 

tidal powered offshore generating station on the seabed south of and connecting to Swansea 

Docks between the dredged channels of the Rivers Tawe and Neath (the "Project").  

1.2 As the total installed electricity generating capacity of the Project will exceed 100 MW it is 

deemed to be a nationally significant infrastructure project ("NSIP"), and, therefore, TLSB is 

submitting an application to the Secretary of State for Energy and Climate Change under 

section 37 of the Planning Act 2008 for development consent for the construction and 

operation of the Project.

1.3 This Safety Zone Statement (the "Statement") has been prepared in accordance with 

Regulation 6(1)(b)(ii) of the Infrastructure Planning (Applications: Prescribed Forms and 

Procedures) Regulations 2009 (the "APFP Regulations") which requires an applicant for 

development consent for the construction of an offshore generating station to  provide a 

statement as to whether applications will be made for safety zones.

1.4 The Statement outlines the legislative requirements relating to an application for safety zones 

for a renewable energy installation under section 95 of the Energy Act 2004 (the "EA 2004"), 

the scope of the works for which development consent is being sought; and the approach that 

will be taken by TLSB to an application for safety zones.

1.5 The safety zone application (the "SZA") will provide all of the information required by  

Regulation 3 of the Electricity (Offshore Generating Stations) (Safety Zones) Application 

Procedures and Control of Access) Regulations 2007 (the "Safety Zone Regulations").  The  

SZA  will be made to the Department of Energy and Climate Change ("DECC").

1.6 The  SZA  will be made once the precise location of the turbines and lagoon walls have been 

determined.  It is currently anticipated that an application will be made following the 

Secretary of State's decision in respect of development consent, which is likely to be in 2015.

1.7 During the construction phase, it is proposed that 500m safety zones will be established in 

locations in which construction activity is taking place.  

1.8 During the operational phase, an advisory 500m safety zone around the turbine and sluice 

gate housing comprised in the Project will be recommended by TLSB to vessels operating in 

and around the Project area, to ensure the safety of vessels navigating in the area. For the 

same reason, TLSB may consider establishing a 50-100m safety zone around the lagoon 

walls.
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2. Introduction: Background

2.1 This Statement is submitted by TLSB pursuant to Regulation 6(1)(b)(ii) of the APFP 

Regulations.

2.2 The Statement forms part of an application to the Secretary of State for development consent 

to construct and operate an offshore tidal generating station with up to 16 turbines and with a 

nominal rated capacity of 240 MW. As the total installed capacity of the Project will exceed 

100MW the Project is a NSIP, as defined under sections 14(1)(a) and 15(3) of the Planning 

Act 2008.

2.3 The Project will be located on land in and adjacent to Swansea Docks between the dredged 

channels of the River Tawe and River Neath. The lagoon will encompass the foreshore, from 

the eastern side of the river Tawe to the eastern edge of the new Swansea University Bay 

Campus (SUBC). The seawall will extend approximately 1.5km directly offshore from 

SUBC, adjacent to Crymlyn Burrows SSSI. It will then run in a southwest direction along the 

western boundary of the existing training wall of the River Neath Channel. The turbine and 

sluice gate housing is expected to be located close to the most south westerly point of the 

lagoon, lying at its closest point approximately 375m, oblique, from the dredged channel of 

the river Tawe. The seawall will then continue to make landfall at Swansea Port, close to the 

mouth of the river Tawe.

2.4 The seawalls comprising the Project will enclose an area of around 11.5km2 of seabed and 

foreshore to create the lagoon. Electricity will be generated as the turbines turn when the 

lagoon fills and empties with the movement of the tides. The electricity generated will be fed 

into National Grid's Baglan Bay substation via an underground cable.

2.5 Further information on the location and design of the Project is set out in  Chapter 4 of  the 

accompanying Environmental Statement (Doc. ref. 6.2).
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3. Introduction: Legislative context

3.1 The process for applying to the Secretary of State for Energy and Climate Change for a safety 

zone to be established around an offshore renewable energy installation ("OREI") is set out in 

Section 95 and Schedule 16 of the EA 2004.  The provisions apply to territorial waters in or 

adjacent to England, Scotland and Wales and to waters in the UK Renewable Energy Zone.

3.2 The Safety Zone Regulations were introduced in August 2007 clarifying the process for 

applying for a safety zone and advertising such applications.  Guidelines accompanying the 

Safety Zone Regulations were also published by the then Department for Business, Enterprise 

and Regulatory Reform (now DECC) to assist applicants in the process of making an 

application for safety zones (the "Safety Zone Guidelines")1.

3.3 The provision for safety zones applies to all OREIs, including those which have already been 

consented and includes those which:

3.3.1 are used (or will be used or, in the case of decommissioning, have been used) for purposes 

connected with the production of energy from water or winds;

3.3.2 permanently rest on, or are permanently attached to, the bed of the waters; and

3.3.3 are not connected with dry land by a permanent structure providing access at all times for all 

purposes.

3.4 Section 104(4)(b) of the EA 2004 defines "offshore installation" as an installation which is 

situated in waters where "…it is not connected with dry land by a permanent structure 

providing access at all times for all purposes". The Project will be permanently connected to 

dry land by each seawall; consequently this section is amended in the development consent 

order ("DCO") which will authorise the Project. This will enable the Project to be defined as 

an OREI.

3.5 The safety zone provision does not cover export cable(s) or inter-array cables, or parts 

thereof, located outside an approved safety zone.

3.6 With regard to this Statement, Regulation 6(1)(b)(ii) of the APFP Regulations requires that, 

where an application for a DCO for an offshore generating station is made, it must be 

accompanied by “a statement as to whether applications will be made for safety zones”.

                                                     
1 These have been updated. 'Applying for safety zones around offshore renewable energy installations' Guidance 
Notes, DECC, November 2011
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4. Objectives

4.1 In satisfying the requirements of Regulation 6(1)(b)(ii) of the APFP Regulations, this 

Statement sets out the current intentions relating to the requirements for safety zones around 

the Project during the construction and operational phases and, correspondingly, the basis of 

an application that will be made under the provisions of the EA 2004 and the Safety Zone 

Regulations.

4.2 The Statement does not currently address in detail any safety zone requirements relating to 

the decommissioning phase. If, following consultation with DECC and other relevant bodies 

such as the Maritime and  Coastguard Agency ("MCA"), a safety zone is deemed to be 

advisable for the decommissioning of the Project, a further safety zone application would be 

made at the relevant time.

4.3 This Statement addresses the following:

4.3.1 the need for safety zones; and

4.3.2 the scope of the proposed SZA.
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5. The need for safety zones for the Project

5.1 The current, anticipated need for safety zones in respect of the Project site for some or all 

phases of its development is set out in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement 

accompanying the application for a DCO.  The safety zone need is supplemented by the 

detailed Navigational Risk Assessment ("NRA") annexed to the Environmental Statement.

5.2 For the construction phase, 500m safety zones have been considered by the NRA as being 

essential "assumed controls".  Specifically, during the construction phase, 500m safety zones 

will be established in locations in which construction activity is taking place.  The working 

area near the turbine housing is especially vulnerable given the use of a cofferdam for 

construction, which may be damaged by allusion with vessels.

5.3 For the operational phase, the NRA foresees a specific need for 500m safety zones to be 

established around the operational turbine area. This assumption is premised on the fact that 

some vessels will not be aware of the currents created by the operation of the Project.  

Smaller craft may be especially susceptible to high current velocities.  

5.4 TLSB will also consider the need for an application for safety zones around entirety of the 

seawalls, taking account of the need to ensure the safety of other sea users, the safety of any  

necessary maintenance and repair craft, and to avoid any damage to the underwater 

infrastructure.  The need for operational safety zones will ultimately be guided, therefore, by 

the final Project design, and by the approach to operation and maintenance of the site.  

However, it is likely that an advisory 50m safety zone will be necessary around the seawalls.

5.5 An application would be made for safety zones of up to 500m to be employed where 

exceptional, major maintenance is underway on a turbine or a seawall during the operational 

phase.

5.6 With regard to the decommissioning phase of the Project, it is anticipated that a SZA would 

not include any specific provisions for decommissioning.  Rather it is expected that any safety 

zones deemed necessary at that stage would be subject to appropriate risk assessment and 

consultation with the statutory authorities. A separate application would be made prior to 

decommissioning as and when necessary.

5.7 The Safety Zone Guidelines set out "standard dimensions" for safety zones as follows:

5.7.1 500m during construction and major maintenance; and

5.7.2 50m during the operational phase.
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5.8 It is noted that the anticipated provisions for safety zones for this Project do not align with the 

standard dimensions set out in the Safety Zone Guidelines.  They are largely focussed on 

offshore wind projects, as opposed to other forms of renewable energy.  The Safety Zone 

Guidelines state that for a "tidal device, the relevant regulatory authority and MCA will need 

to consider, in consultation with the developer, whether the standard dimensions for safety 

zones as set out above are appropriate and, if so, what part of the device’s structure they 

should be measured from. This is to ensure that the movement of such a device, or part 

thereof, through the water and any moorings or cables will be adequately covered".

5.9 It follows that if the standard dimensions for safety zones are not appropriate, TLSB should 

identify the dimensions of the safety zone applied for, and from whence the measurement 

should take place from. 

5.10 TLSB anticipates that an application for safety zones would be made to DECC incorporating 

some or all of the following:

5.10.1 Construction phase – 500m safety zones around active construction works;

5.10.2 Construction phase – 50 - 100m safety zones around partially or fully completed structures 

prior to the commencement of operation of the Project;

5.10.3 Operational phase – 500m safety zones around each of the turbines;

5.10.4 Operational phase – 500m safety zone around the site of major or exceptional maintenance 

works; and

5.10.5 Decommissioning – none at present. A separate application would be made prior to 

decommissioning as and when considered necessary.

5.11 The measurements for the Safety Zone will be taken from the outer edge of the turbine and 

sluice gate housing structure.

5.12 The final scope and form of the SZA will be decided following completion of the detailed 

design of the Project and prior to the commencement of construction works. Currently, a 

likely application in 2015 is anticipated. The final SZA would be developed through further 

risk assessment; in consultation with relevant statutory authorities; and in line with the Safety 

Zone Regulations and Guidance.

5.13 Please refer to the indicative safety zone drawing at Figure 1.  The proposed dimensions and 

extent of the safety zone will be substantially the same, notwithstanding the results of any 
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micro-siting exercise undertaken in respect of the turbine and sluice gate housing structure.
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Scope of the DCO application 

6.1 The application for the Project seeks consent for the following offshore works, as set out in 

Schedule 1 Part 1 of the draft DCO (Document) and repeated in the following paragraphs.

In Swansea Bay and the City and County of Swansea and the County Borough of Neath Port Talbot

Work No. 1a A seawall crested by a road and footway commencing at 266417E; 189134N approximately 
2700 metres in length and incorporating—

(a) operation and maintenance facilities, a visitor centre and/or viewing area(s);

(b) installation of services along the seawall, including electricity, telecommunications, water and 
foul sewage; 

(c) a low voltage substation;

(d) provision of and for lighting;

(e) boating facilities with associated hardstanding, one or more slipways, jetties and access points; 
and

(f) a landscape area where the seawall makes landfall including park and landscaping.

Work No. 1b A seawall crested by a road and footway commencing at 266420E; 189131N approximately 
6800 metres in length and incorporating—

(a) oyster spatting ponds;

(b) installation of services along the seawall, including electricity and telecommunications; and

(c) provision of and for lighting.

Work No. 2a A turbine and sluice gate housing structure measuring approximately 400 metres in length 
and 70 metres in width containing up to 16 hydro turbines and up to 10 sluice gates and incorporating—

(a) a switch room;

(b) scour protection;

(c) associated electrical equipment and transformer(s); 

(d) dividing structure(s) and wingwalls; and

(e) such infrastructure works or plant as may be necessary for the purposes of the authorised 
development including gantry cranes.  

and the above Works Nos. 1a, 1b and 2a also incorporating:

(a) viewing areas; and

(b) siting location(s) and mounting facilities for works of public art.

Work No. 2b A temporary work consisting of a cofferdam for the purposes of constructing Work No. 2a;

Work No. 2c  A work comprising up to 15 dolphin piles with lights, cable booms and/or floating buoys in 
between located up to 500m seaward from the outer edge of Work No. 2a for the purposes of demarcating 
a safety zone; and 
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Work No. 2d  A work comprising buoys (with or without lights) with or without floating boom(s) located 
up to 500m landward from the outer edge of Work No. 2a for the purposes of demarcating a safety zone.

Work No. 3  A work consisting of the extension of the existing long sea sewage outfall from 268408E; 
189407N to 268030E; 187224N.

Work No. 4  A new eastern channel training wall in the River Neath providing for the relocation of 
Monkstone light(s).

Work No. 5a A 275kV grid connection consisting of three single phase cables and other electric cables 
connecting Work No. 2a to 266970E; 191821N;

Work No. 5b  A 275kV grid connection consisting of three single phase cables and other electric cables 
from Work No. 5a to the boundary between the administrative areas of the County and City of Swansea 
and Neath Port Talbot County Borough;

Work No. 5c  A 275kV grid connection consisting of three single phase cables and other electric cables 
from Work No. 5b at the boundary between the administrative areas of the County and City of Swansea 
and Neath Port Talbot County Borough along and/or parallel to Fabian Way to 271434E; 193302N;

Work No. 5d  A 275kV grid connection consisting of three single phase cables from Work No. 5c to 
272209E; 193140N;

Work No. 5e  A 275kV grid connection consisting of three single phase cables passing under the River 
Neath by means of horizontal directional drilling and connecting Work No. 5d with Work No. 5h; and

Work No. 5f  A 275kV grid connection consisting of three single phase cables passing under the River 
Neath by means of existing ducting from Work No. 5d to 272416E; 192816; and

Work No. 5g  A 275kV grid connection consisting of three single phase cables passing under the River 
Neath and connecting Work No. 5f with Work No. 5h; 

Work No. 5h  A 275kV grid connection of three single phase cables from 272865E; 192988N to the 
existing Baglan Bay substation;

Work No. 5i  An 11kV or 33kV cable connection from a point on Work No. 5b to the Swansea Bay Waste 
Water Treatment Works at 268955E; 192922N; and

Work No. 5j  An 11kV or 33kV cable connection from a point on Work No. 5c to Swansea University Bay 
Campus at 270097E; 192929N.

Work No. 6a  A work consisting of the construction of a jetty or mole and floating pontoons and piles or 
dolphins;

Work No. 6b  A work consisting of construction of onshore operation and maintenance facilities; 

and the above Work Nos. 6a and 6b also consisting of the construction of onshore facilities 
incorporating—

(a) one or more buildings;

(b) visitor orientation and boating facilities;

(c) a hatchery(ies) and laboratories;

(d) visitor parking spaces and facilities;

(e) maintenance workshop(s) and spares store(s);

(f) non-visitor vehicle parking facilities and garages;

(g) boat storage;
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(h) a control room; 

(i) office accommodation; 

(j) welfare facilities; and

(k) emergency access facilities.

Work No. 7a  A new internal access road comprising two carriageways together with a fence in 
between running in a north easterly direction from 267048E; 191928N  to 269035E; 192887N;

Work No. 7b  A new internal access road comprising two carriageways together with a fence in between 
running in a westerly direction from Work No. 7a to 268575E; 192877N;

Work No. 7c  A new internal access road comprising two carriageways together with a fence in between 
running in a north westerly direction from Work No. 7b to 268109E; 192964N;

Work No. 7d  A new internal access road comprising two carriageways, one for the purposes of the Port of 
Swansea and one for the purposes of the authorised development together with fence in between running in 
a north westerly direction from Work No. 7C to 267984E; 193046N;

Work No. 7e  A work comprising improvements to the public highway along Langdon Road from 
267984E; 193046N TO 267975E; 193044N;

Work No. 7f  A work comprising improvements to the public highway from Work No. 7e to the junction of 
Langdon Road and Fabian Way; and

Work No. 7g  A work for a new access track at the eastern seawall landfall running in an easterly direction 
from 269016E; 192826N to 270275E; 192496N; 

Work No. 8  A work comprising an ultra violet storm water treatment facility to be used with the existing 
sewage log sea outfall incorporating civil engineering works and electrical and mechanical equipment for 
the treatment of storm water overflow.

Work No. 9a  A pontoon and related piles on the eastern bank of the River Tawe; and

Work No. 9b  A work comprising replacement or alteration of the existing pontoon on the western bank of 
the River Tawe.

Work No. 10  A work including reclamation of land to establish a saltmarsh habitat area of approximately 
5ha. and coastal grassland habitat area of approximately 3ha. including pedestrian and cycle routes and 
structures at the northern edge of the lagoon adjacent to land.

Work No. 11  A work including reclamation of land to establish a new coastal grassland and dune area of 
approximately 11 ha. close to the landfall of Work No. 1b incorporating:

(a) a beach area;

(b) a visitor/information point to serve Crymlyn Burrows SSSI; and

(c) extension of the existing surface drainage outfalls serving Fabian Way.

and in connection with such works and to the extent that they do not otherwise form part of any such work, 
further development comprising mitigation or enhancements being part of the nationally significant 
infrastructure project whether or not shown on the plan referred to in the requirements including—

(a) temporary construction works, including storage areas for rock armour;

(b) waterfront public realm including works to existing wave protection walls; 
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(c) habitat creation (including mariculture);

(d) navigational aids;

(e) internal site roads and vehicle parking facilities;

(f) workshops and stores;

(g) bunds, embankments, swales, landscaping and boundary treatments and fencing;

(h) the demolition of buildings and structures within the Order limits;

(i) the provision of footpaths;

(j) lighting columns and lighting; and

(k) safety/emergency points.

Scope of the Safety Zone Application

6.2 A formal SZA is normally expected to be made following grant of development consent for 

the Project. The Safety Zone Guidance notes that:

"This is because by that stage the applicant (normally expected to be the developer of the 

installation) will have taken decisions on a range of important technical issues such as 

foundation type [...]  This is to ensure that decisions about safety zones, and particularly 

how a safety zone notice should be drawn up, can be taken on the basis of firm and up to 

date information."

6.3 The SZA will be made to DECC with notice of application served on the Navigation Safety 

Branch of the MCA at the appropriate time. As the Project is in Welsh waters, under 

Regulation 5(c) of the Safety Zone Regulations, notice will also be served on the Welsh 

Government2.

6.4 In the case of the Project, the SZA would be made following completion of the detailed 

design work, prior to the commencement of the construction works. Currently, a SZA 

sometime in 2015 is anticipated. This will be subject to ongoing design and procurement 

processes.

                                                     
2 Although note that the Safety Zone Regulations direct that service is upon the National Assembly for Wales, 
and the Guidance varies between Welsh Assembly Government and Welsh Government.
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6.5 In relation to the information requirements of a SZA, Regulation 3 of the Safety Zone 

Regulations sets out what should be included within a written application for safety zones in 

respect of an offshore generating station. This is summarised at paragraph 4.8 of the Safety 

Zone Guidelines as follows:

"In addition to an accurate map showing where the installation is, or is to be, located and 

where the safety zone being applied for is to be placed, the applicant will also be required 

to provide the following information in the application: 

(i) In respect of the installation 

For all types of installation: 

 Basic information, supported by drawings, about the installation, both above and below the 

water line. 

 Where safety zones are being applied for around a number of installations in an array, the 

distances between installations in the array. This information is required because it is 

important for the regulators to have a clear appreciation of the site as a whole. 

 Location of sub-sea cables, including export cables. Although cables cannot be covered by 

safety zones this would be useful background information. 

 Location of electric cable connections and offshore platforms housing connection equipment. 

 Details of any navigational marking that has been specified for the installation by a general 

lighthouse authority. 

 Details of marking and lighting of individual devices within the installation as specified by 

MCA. 

 An appropriate navigational risk assessment (prospective applicants for safety zones who 

have previously provided such an assessment with consent application for the development of 

an OREI are advised to check with MCA whether additional/new information is required 

before submitting a formal application for a safety zone). 

 An up to date vessel traffic survey (although here again, prospective applicants who have 

already provided a vessel traffic survey with a development consent application should check 

with the MCA whether additional/new data is required before submitting a formal safety zone 

application). 
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For wave and tidal devices only: 

 A description of how the installation operates, including, where appropriate, information 

about 

 any parts of the installation which move through the water. These details are required to give 

the regulators clear information about how the installation will operate, so that the safety zone 

notice can be drawn up appropriately. 

 Information on anchor spread and penetration of devices into different parts of the water 

column. 

 Extent of the operational movement envelope of the device. 

 Proposed location of moorings and power cables, together with their potential ranges of 

spread and catenary. 

 For wave devices, details of the anticipated range of sea states in which the devices will be 

able to operate. 

 For tidal devices, details of anticipated tidal stream rates in the area of the installation, 

including a description of typical spring and neap tidal data. 

(ii) In respect of the safety zone itself: 

 The phase or phases of an installation’s life for which the application is being made, i.e. 

construction, major maintenance, extension, operation, decommissioning. 

 The dimensions of the proposed safety zone. 

 Other supporting information, which, in the applicant’s opinion, may be relevant to the 

relevant regulatory authority’s consideration of the application. 

6.6 Paragraph 4.9 of the Safety Zone Guidance notes that:

The MCA has requested that the applicant should also provide an undertaking that the applicant will 

monitor any safety zone approved, together with an outline of the arrangements the applicant 

intends to put in place to facilitate this. 

6.7 The SZA for the Project will contain all necessary and relevant information required by 

Regulation 3 of the Safety Zone Regulations and the Guidance. It will detail the proposed 
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dimensions of the safety zones sought which are likely to include:

6.7.1 A 500m safety zone in locations in which construction activity is taking place;

6.7.2 A 500m radius around all major maintenance works3 being undertaken around the turbine and 

sluice gate housing structure and seawalls and their associated foundations; and

6.7.3 A 50 - 100m radius around the seawalls and their associated foundations where they are 

complete prior to commencement of operation of the Project (where the seawall is installed, it 

is likely that a 50m advisory safety zone will be recommended to vessels operating in and 

around the Project area).

6.8 Regulation 4 of the Safety Zone Regulations also requires an application to be publicised by 

notice in a prescribed manner, and copies of the notice must be sent to: 

6.8.1 the harbour masters of ports whose users are, in the opinion of the applicant, likely to be 

affected by the application

6.8.2 the MCA HQ plus the Maritime Rescue Co-ordination Centre (MRCC) responsible for 

operations in the waters in which the safety zone is proposed or located; and 

6.8.3 the local office of the Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority which is responsible for 

operations in the waters in which the safety zone is proposed or located4.

6.9 The copies of the notice must be sent with a request that the notice be displayed for a period 

of not less than 14 days at an address accessible during normal office hours to members of the 

public likely to be affected by the application.

6.10 In addition, the Safety Zone Guidelines advise that the applicant undertakes early consultation 

with interested parties on their intention to make an application for safety zones as early as 

possible. On receipt of the SZA, DECC will contact a range of organisations likely to have an 

interest in such applications seeking their views.

6.11 TLSB will comply with the prescribed publicity and notification requirements contained in 

the Safety Zone Regulations and Guidance in preparing the SZA.  TLSB has already 

undertaken early consultation in preparing the current application for development consent, 

                                                     
3 Defined by Part 1, Regulation 2 of the Safety Zone Regulations as "works relating to any renewable energy 
installation which has become operational, requiring the attachment to, or anchoring next to, such an installation 
of a self-elevating platform, jack-up barge, crane barrage or other maintenance vessel." 
4 The Safety Zone Regulations refer to the "Marine and Fisheries Agency", and the Guidance refers to "Inshore 
Fisheries and Conservation Authority". As marine consents are devolved, Natural Resources Wales is 
considered to be the correct entity to serve with notice.
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consulting extensively with shipping operators, fishermen and recreational interest groups as 

well as statutory agencies such as the MCA. Prior to making a SZA, TLSB will conduct 

further consultation in that respect.

DLA Piper UK LLP

Solicitors to Tidal Lagoon (Swansea Bay) plc

6 February 2014
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FIGURE 1
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